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Dear members
The ISCA AGM highlights are the cover story for this issue, bringing our members up-todate with what we have been doing in the past year to bring the Institute closer to its
vision, and to add value to the ISCA membership.
A capacity crowd of over 500 members attended the AGM – a good showing which indicates
the keen interest among members in keeping abreast of the Institute’s development. The
AGM was also a good platform for ISCA’s leadership team to address our members’ queries.
Read about the Institute’s key achievements in serving our members and other
stakeholders, and in advancing the profession. We will continue to roll out initiatives to
support our members’ growth as accountancy professionals.
On behalf of the Council members who were given the mandate for a new two-year term,
thank you for placing your conﬁdence in us to bring the Institute forward, and for giving us
the opportunity to serve you. As Council members, our task is to provide strategic direction
and counsel to the Institute as it pursues its vision to be a globally recognised accountancy
body, bringing value to our members, the profession and the wider community. Given the
Council members’ diverse proﬁles – they include leaders from the corporate sector, public
accounting profession and academia – the Institute stands to beneﬁt from the strength of
their combined expertise, wide-ranging experiences and extensive industry networks. We
believe their varied backgrounds add to the Council’s vibrancy and promote better decisionmaking. This is especially pertinent in an uncertain and fast-evolving business landscape
where fresh ideas are needed to overcome new challenges.
A good talent mix in the Council, along with the support of our ISCA members and
stakeholders, has enabled the Institute to gain momentum in our transformation journey.
We are on track to achieve our vision and play our part to help Singapore become a global
accountancy hub in Asia Paciﬁc by 2020.
Just as a disparate composition can add value to the ISCA Council, we are leveraging the
expertise of practitioners across specialties to share their unique insights in our journal. On
the tax front, in the wake of unprecedented
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3528
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the tax front, in the wake of unprecedented tax reform across the globe as a result of
OECD’s Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) project, what is Singapore’s tax reform
stance on the various BEPS Action Plans? As more companies go overseas or engage in
cross-border transactions, what are the tax issues that could derail the best-laid plans?
Read about these tax and related issues from our expert writers.
As the national accountancy body, ISCA’s practice has been to prepare our members early
for impending major changes. As a case in point, we had started engaging our members
two years before the new auditor’s report took eﬀect, and we continue to guide our
members in fulﬁlling the new requirements. To prepare members for full convergence to
IFRS in 2018, the article ‘Full Convergence to IFRS in 2018’ highlights some key
considerations in the transition to the new ﬁnancial reporting framework, and how full
convergence will aﬀect the adoption of IFRS 9. Using various scenarios – such as the steps
to be taken by ﬁrst-time adopters, and the diﬀerent processes for listed and non-listed
companies – the article oﬀers practical advice that is applicable to your work.
The establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) last December marked the
start of a new era of co-operation and business opportunities. But given the vastly varied
stages of development among the 10 member-states, the beneﬁts will not be immediately
evident. But like ISCA, AEC can take heart that with determination and the commitment of
its members and stakeholders, it will gain momentum as it charts its way forward.
This issue, as always, is packed with useful resources such as making data analytics work
for you, how to retain staﬀ by creating a conducive work environment, and more. I hope
you enjoy it.
Gerard Ee
FCA (Singapore)

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3528
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Good Potential for Public Accountancy Entities to
Grow: Kelly Singapore
Accountancy ranks among the top ﬁve paying industries in Singapore in 2016, according to
Kelly Singapore’s 2016 Salary Guide.
The monthly income of an Information Technology (IT) Head is likely to be between $13,000
and $24,000; a CFO, $10,000–$20,000; SME General Manager, $10,000–$18,000; Banking &
Finance Vice President, $10,000–$17,000, and Healthcare & Life Sciences R&D Director,
$8,000–$15,000.
Although the Singapore economy is slowing, the Accountancy sector is expected to grow
between 1% and 5% this year, on the back of an estimated total revenue of $1.8 billion in
2015, generated by all accounting entities. In line with this positive expectation, the hiring
outlook is also positive, says the Guide.
The Accountancy market continues to be dominated by the Big Four ﬁrms, which together
hire about 67% of new accounting graduates. Despite the economic uncertainty, there
continues to be great potential for public accountancy entities to grow and develop by
providing value-added specialised services.
The Banking & Finance sector, unlike Accountancy,
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3432
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The Banking & Finance sector, unlike Accountancy, is expected to experience low growth
due to the slower growth in China oﬀset by a recovering US economy. Proﬁtability is likely
to decline as slower loan growth weighs on net interest margin.
Financial technology, which has been given a boost by the government’s commitment of
$225 million under the Financial Sector and Innovation scheme, will be further developed in
the coming year.
Industries which should expect strong growth this year are Accountancy, Healthcare & Life
Sciences, IT, and Procurement, Supply Chain & Logistics.
The Guide is available at the Kelly Singapore website.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3432
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Providing Good Jobs is Top Corporate
Responsibility for Asia Pacific: Gfk Survey
When it comes to expectations of the key responsibilities of companies, the top two most
important roles are the same in the eyes of global as well as Asia-Paciﬁc consumers –
‘providing good jobs’ and ‘producing good quality products’.
However, Asian consumers have a slightly stronger opinion about companies ‘protecting
the health and safety of their workers’, making this the next most important corporate
responsibility in this region, as compared to ‘being environmentally-responsible’ which
ranks third globally.
These are the ﬁndings from a Gfk survey that asked over 27,000 internet users across 22
countries to choose the three most important company responsibilities from a list that also
included ‘charging reasonable prices’, ‘paying a fair share of taxes’, and ‘investing in
research and technology’. The ﬁve Asia-Paciﬁc markets in the survey were Australia, China,
Japan, Korea and Hong Kong.
In Korea, 55% of consumers surveyed (versus 47% globally) believe that the most important
responsibility of a company is to provide good jobs for people. Next on their list are
charging reasonable prices for products and services, and producing good quality products
and services (both 42%).
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3428
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and services (both 42%).
Paying a fair share of taxes garnered more votes in Asian countries like Korea (34%) and
Australia (31%), compared to the global average of 19%.
The survey is available at the Gfk website.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3428
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High-potential Women Entrepreneurs in Asia
Pacific Have Appetite for International Expansion:
EY Survey
A new survey of Asia-Paciﬁc women entrepreneurs has found that conﬁdence and bold
growth plans are trademarks of the region’s female business owners, especially among
those in ASEAN. This is despite the behavioural barriers they face to successfully scale their
operations. The survey was conducted as part of the EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women
(EWW) Asia-Paciﬁc programme, which is sponsored by Standard Chartered Bank.

AMBITIOUS AND FARSIGHTED
An overwhelming majority (90%) of the 143 Asia-Paciﬁc respondents reported that they
plan to scale their business, with 60% planning to grow internationally. This appetite for
global expansion is even stronger in the ASEAN region, with nearly 70% setting their sights
on international growth.
To support their growth ambitions, 80% of ASEAN female business owners have explored
external ﬁnancing options and do not ﬁnd the process diﬃcult. In Asia Paciﬁc, 58% of
respondents have explored the same, with
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3425
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respondents have explored the same, with 73% saying they found the process
“intimidating”.
“Our research reveals an emerging cohort of women business owners in ASEAN who are
conﬁdent and farsighted in their growth plans,” said Max Loh, ASEAN and Singapore
Managing Partner, Ernst & Young LLP. “These women entrepreneurs typically use personal
savings as their start-up capital, spend years developing the business and re-investing
proﬁts, then turn to business loans as a source of operating capital later on. Most see the
potential to scale their business quickly and place market expansion as their top priority.”
“Women entrepreneurs already add enormous economic value to the Asia-Paciﬁc region,
with this year’s 15 EWW participants alone generating a combined US$5.5 billion in 2015
revenues. Despite this, our groundbreaking survey identiﬁes some key behavioral barriers
among women entrepreneurs that could prevent them from reaching their full potential,”
said Annette Kimmitt, EY’s Global Middle Market Leader and Executive Sponsor, EY
Entrepreneurial Winning Women Asia Paciﬁc.

BEHAVIOURAL QUALITIES FOR SUCCESS
Building a key advisory network has been shown to yield new opportunities and ways of
thinking. Yet only 35% of Asia-Paciﬁc respondents have a network of trusted advisors, while
a majority (67%) says establishing one is a priority. For those seeking to expand globally,
building a public proﬁle has been shown to accelerate growth, however, only 10% felt they
were “very prominent” and almost half (43%) spend less than 10% of their time promoting
themselves.
5 tips to successfully scale and grow globally

+
+
+
+
+

Think big and bold
Build a public proﬁle
Spend more time working on the business, rather than in it
Establish key advisory networks
Evaluate ﬁnancing for expansion

According to Singapore entrepreneur Susan Chong, Chief Executive Oﬃcer of Greenpac,
who participated in the EWW Asia-Paciﬁc programme last year, she spends over 50% of her
time building her own and her company proﬁle – and she sees the impact it makes to her
business. “I made a decision several years ago to invest in building my company proﬁle, and
to also personally drive this. I’m involved in a select mix of promotional activities that work
with my company’s business objectives – and I know what works and what doesn’t because
we measure it all,” she explained.
“Research has shown that the most successful entrepreneurs accelerate growth through a
set of key behaviours, including their ability to evaluate ﬁnancing for expansion, establish
key advisory networks and build a public proﬁle,” said Ms Kimmitt. The EWW programme
aims to provide the tools, guidance and networks needed to promote these behaviours
among high-potential women entrepreneurs to help them succeed.
The survey, ‘What helps women entrepreneurs globally scale their businesses? Asia Paciﬁc
2016’, is available at the EY website.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3425
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IMAS-ISCA Lunchtime Talk: Enhanced Auditor
Reporting: How It Affects the Fund Management
Industry
The international new and revised auditor reporting standards were released by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) in January 2015 in response
to strong calls by investors and users of ﬁnancial statements for greater transparency and
more pertinent information to be included in the auditor’s report to augment their
decision-making. The Singapore equivalent of the standards was issued in July 2015. This
major development in auditor communications will inevitably impact other stakeholder
groups, in addition to the audit profession. With this in mind, ISCA has, since 2012,
spearheaded outreach initiatives through numerous platforms to raise awareness and
prepare diﬀerent stakeholders, including the auditors, directors, CFOs and investors, for
the changes and guide the profession in implementing the standards.
On May 12, ISCA, in collaboration with the Investment Management Association of
Singapore (IMAS), organised a lunchtime talk for the fund management industry. The talk,
which attracted more than 70 enthusiastic institutional investors, was delivered by
Gajendran Vyapuri, member of the ISCA Auditing and Assurance Standards Committee and
Partner, Ernst & Young LLP. He discussed the key changes to the auditor’s report and how
the additional disclosures can provide greater
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3436
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the additional disclosures can provide greater insights for investment managers to evaluate
listed companies as part of their investment decision-making process.

ISCA AASC member and EY Partner Gajendran Vyapuri shared how the additional disclosures can provide greater
insights for investment managers to evaluate listed companies as part of their investment decision-making
process.

In particular, Mr Vyapuri highlighted that with the communication of key audit matters by
auditors, investors’ focus can now be drawn to speciﬁc important areas in the company’s
ﬁnancial statements. They can gain deeper insights into audit risks identiﬁed by the
auditors and the related audit procedures performed. These additional entity-speciﬁc
disclosures may include aspects of ﬁnancial statements most vulnerable to misstatements
and areas involving key management judgements and estimates.
Daunting as it may seem, a number of listed entities and their auditors in Singapore have
early-adopted the new and revised auditor reporting standards, and Mr Vyapuri shared a
recently-issued auditor’s report of one of the early adopters. He also related the success
story in the United Kingdom where enhanced auditor reporting and audit committee
reporting were implemented in 2013.
In response to questions raised by participants on the extent of the applicability of the
enhanced auditor reporting regime on entities other than listed entities, Mr Vyapuri
pointed out that ISCA has engaged key stakeholder groups, including the regulators, in
constructive feedback sessions as part of the due process to ensure robustness and
relevance of the standards, including setting the scope of the standards. He added that at
the present stage, communication of key audit matters would only be required for auditors
of listed entities in Singapore, in line with the international standards. However, there were
other changes applicable to all entities.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3436
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other changes applicable to all entities. IAASB has plans to undertake a postimplementation review which will be critical in assessing whether the intended beneﬁts of
enhanced auditor reporting have been achieved, and whether further changes are needed
in the public interest.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3436
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ISCA Mingles: Singapore Property Outlook 2016
The Mingles session in May marked the second collaboration between Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) and ISCA. In total, more than 60 members
from both accountancy bodies gathered to hear from Ku Swee Yong, Chief Executive Oﬃcer
of Century 21, about the ‘Singapore Property Outlook 2016’.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3507
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Century 21 CEO Ku Swee Yong shared his thoughts about the Singapore real estate market.

Some of the interesting and relevant points Mr Ku shared included the HDB resale and
private property price index for the last quarter of 2015, and the increasing supply of
residential housing to cater to the population growth. He noted that there are a growing
number of vacant units in the private residential areas, as well as in non-residential
segments such as retail oﬃces, warehouses and factories.
In order to provide more insightful opinions and pointers, a representative from Standard
Chartered Bank also spoke about the property ﬁnancing strategies on reﬁnancing, repricing
and prepayment.
At the end of the session, members commented that they have gained important and
useful insights on the current Singapore property market landscape.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3507
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ISCA-SCFOI Mentoring Programme
Launched in January 2016, the ISCA-SCFOI Mentoring Programme is jointly organised by
ISCA and Singapore CFO Institute. The programme aims to oﬀer aspiring accounting and
ﬁnance professionals the opportunity to learn and gain invaluable insights from
experienced C-suite executives. Being the ﬁrst of many joint initiatives between both
organisations, the six-month programme generated great interest, with applications
received from more than 60 mentors and mentees across various sectors and industries.

ISCA Council member and Mentor Ho Tuck Chuen sharing the key diﬀerences among mentoring, managing,
counselling and coaching.

ISCA-SCFOI MENTORING PREPARATORY WORKSHOP
To kickstart the programme, two half-day mentoring preparatory workshops were designed
and conducted on May 5 to separately train mentors and mentees on the intricacies of
creating a successful mentoring experience.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3513
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Trainer Patrick O’Brien facilitated the workshop with a mix of theory and practicum.

Facilitated by Patrick O’Brien, Managing Director of Amanuenses Network, the morning
session brought the mentors through various aspects that are core to delivering
meaningful and engaging relationships with their mentees. To ﬁrst fully appreciate what a
Mentor is, and what a Mentor does, the workshop began by asking the mentors to
brainstorm key diﬀerences among managing, mentoring, counselling and coaching.
Mentors participated actively in the group discussions by sharing their views, weaving in
their experiences and learning from each other.
The workshop emphasised the importance of establishing a collaborative and reciprocal
learning connection in a good mentoring relationship, and also touched on speciﬁc skills
development such as active listening and questioning.
As the morning session drew to a close, mentees started to ﬁlter in for the networking
lunch and their afternoon session. The lunch provided mentors and mentees with a chance
to meet and get to know each other in preparation for their mentoring journey. Despite this
being the ﬁrst of several meetings between the mentoring pairs, great rapport could be
observed as the mentors and mentees engaged in light-hearted conversation with each
other.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3513
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Networking lunch

Mentees participated actively in the group discussions.

The second half-day programme was designed speciﬁcally to help mentees learn more
about themselves, manage their expectations and needs, and also the skill-sets they need
to get the most out of the mentoring relationship. As mentees, well-developed
communication skills are important to eﬀectively convey ideas, problems and concerns to
their mentors. As such, mentees were grouped in fours and given the opportunity to go
around the classroom to network, reﬂect
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3513
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around the classroom to network, reﬂect and learn from their peers. It was a good exercise
as it helped to encourage conversation among mentees, and prompted them to venture out
of their comfort zone.
The workshop was well received by both mentors and mentees, and was useful in helping
them to build and maintain an eﬀective mentoring relationship. With the right preparation,
the right communication and the right commitment, we would like to wish all the mentors
and mentees a fulﬁlling and successful mentoring journey ahead!

Eleana Tan (left) chatting with her mentee, Annie Yong

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3513
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The ﬁrst meeting between the mentors and mentees

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3513
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Promoting Tax Excellence through Partnerships
Providing tax practitioners a boost in their technical knowledge and concurrently promoting
the value of tax, the Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax Professionals (SIATP) collaborated
with key stakeholders in various joint events recently.
Partnering the Singapore Human Resources Institute (SHRI) in its inaugural post-Budget
dialogue, SIATP roped in its accredited tax advisors from Ernst and Young Solutions LLP to
share their expertise. Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST) Chung-Sim Siew Moon,
International Tax Partner and Head of Tax, provided HR practitioners with an overview of
the salient points of the Singapore Budget 2016. A robust discussion facilitated by
Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax) Wu Soo Mee, Partner, People Advisory Services,
ensued with the dialogue covering a myriad of manpower issues ranging from paternity
leave to international manpower deployment matters.

Enhancing the appreciation of tax among human resources practitioners were Partners from Ernst & Young
Solutions LLP; (from left) Chia Seng Chye, Wu Soo Mee and Chung-Sim Siew Moon

Following that, SIATP jointly organised a Tax Excellence Decoded session with IE Singapore
which shed light on reining in control on Permanent Establishment (PE) issues across
various practical scenarios and leveraging on the Double Tax Deduction Scheme for
Internationalisation (DTDi).
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3442
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As Singapore companies venture overseas, they may create PE in foreign countries through
their internationalisation activities. Helming the session, Accredited Tax Advisor (Income
Tax) Sivakumar Saravan, Executive Director, Tax, Crowe Horwath First Trust, shared that it is
not about avoiding PE at all cost. More importantly, it is about recognising the potential PE
implications of each internationalisation activity and selecting the appropriate course of
action at that point in time. After all, there may be situations where companies may prefer
to create a PE in the foreign country. For example, a company may prefer to create a PE and
ﬁle a tax return in the foreign country so as to be taxed on net proﬁts (instead of paying
withholding tax on gross income) to achieve a lower tax payable.

Facilitating a fully-booked session, Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax) Sivakumar Saravan, Executive Director at
Crowe Horwath First Trust, shared insights on tackling PE issues.

Another interesting insight highlighted was the wide range of internationalisation activities
the DTDi covers, which many may not know. While many are aware that expenses relating
to overseas business development trips are eligible for DTDi, expenses incurred for other
activities, such as product certiﬁcation, production of corporate brochures for overseas
distribution and investment feasibility studies, are also eligible for DTDi.
Contact SIATP for information on gaining a better understanding of tax.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3442
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ISCA Breakfast Talk: Enhanced Auditor Reporting:
What It Means to Preparers of Financial
Statements
With the eﬀective date of the new and revised auditor reporting standards round the
corner and on the back of a very good turnout at the previous session in October 2015, a
re-run of the Breakfast Talk on enhanced auditor reporting for preparers of ﬁnancial
statements was held on May 11.

ISCA AASC Deputy Chairman and PwC Singapore Partner Hans Koopmans briefed members on the key changes
to the auditor’s report.

Over 80 members attended the Breakfast Talk delivered by Hans Koopmans, Deputy
Chairman of ISCA Auditing and Assurance Standards Committee and Partner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers Singapore.
Mr Koopmans pointed out the key changes to the auditor’s report, with added emphasis on
key audit matters and the auditor’s responsibilities relating to the other information
included in an entity’s annual report. He also highlighted some of the early adopters in
Singapore. More importantly, he shared the potential impact to companies, including the
expectation that investors and regulators will now focus more on the quality of disclosures
in the ﬁnancial statements.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3447
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in the ﬁnancial statements.
He reiterated the importance of preparing for the changes early so that companies have
adequate time to communicate changes and implications to their directors and audit
committees, and make timing adjustments when preparing for the annual report.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3447
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Disciplinary Findings
Upon ﬁnding that Ng Beng Hwee Michael, CA (Singapore), had breached Rule 64.6 of the
Institute (Membership and Fees) Rules, in that he self-petitioned as a bankrupt on 23 July
2015 and is still an undischarged bankrupt, the Disciplinary Committee ordered that his
name be removed from the register and that he shall cease to be a Member of the Institute
with immediate eﬀect.
Upon ﬁnding that Wong Shih Bang Benny, CA (Singapore), had breached Rule 64.6 of the
Institute (Membership and Fees) Rules, in that he was adjudged a bankrupt on 1 October
2015 and is still an undischarged bankrupt, the Disciplinary Committee ordered that his
name be removed from the register and that he shall cease to be a Member of the Institute
with immediate eﬀect.
Upon ﬁnding that Alex Khor Kee Lin, CA (Singapore), had breached Rule 64.6 of the
Institute (Membership and Fees) Rules, in that he was adjudged a bankrupt on 22 October
2015 and is still an undischarged bankrupt, the Disciplinary Committee ordered that he be
suspended with immediate eﬀect until such time when he is discharged.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3453
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ISCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2015/2016 HIGHLIGHTS
On April 23, ISCA held its Annual General Meeting at the Marina Mandarin Singapore hotel.
As with previous years, the event was well attended and saw a capacity crowd of more than
500 members. This showed the keen interest among members in keeping abreast of the
Institute’s development. It was also a good opportunity for ISCA’s leadership team to
address members’ queries.

ISCA AGM panel: (from left) Executive Director (Corporate Services) Janet Tan; CEO Lee Fook Chiew; then-Vice
President R. Dhinakaran; President Gerard Ee, and Treasurer Vincent Lim

The AGM saw the re-election of Gerard Ee as ISCA President. He is joined by Kon Yin Tong,
Managing Partner at Foo Kon Tan LLP, as the new Vice President. Vincent Lim, who is
Director of Finance, Asia at Motorola Solutions Singapore Pte Ltd, was re-elected Treasurer
for another two-year term. Their election followed the conclusion of the AGM, which also
saw ﬁve other Council Members re-elected to the Institute’s leadership team for a two-year
term.As Council Members, they will provide strategic direction and counsel to the Institute
as it pursues its vision to be a globally recognised accountancy body, bringing value to
members, the profession and the wider community.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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ISCA Advisor Teo Ser Luck, Minister of State for Manpower, gave the opening address.

At the AGM, ISCA President Mr Ee shared insights about the Institute’s key initiatives,
achievements and business performance over the past 12 months. For members who could
not join us at the AGM, here is an excerpt from his AGM address.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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Members at the AGM

EXCERPT FROM PRESIDENT GERARD EE’S AGM SPEECH

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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ISCA President Gerard Ee highlighted the key achievements made by the Institute in the past year.

RECAP OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2015/2016
International Partnerships Elevate Value of ISCA Membership
“For the last ﬁve decades, ISCA, with the support of our members, has made invaluable
contributions to develop the accountancy profession in Singapore. Today, the profession
continues to play an integral role in every economic sector, including the society at large.
Last year, ISCA rejoiced together with the nation as Singapore marked its 50 years of
independence. This year, ISCA, alongside the nation, will embark on our journey towards
SG100. With your continued support over the years, ISCA is well on track to become a
globally recognised professional accountancy body, bringing value to our members, the
profession and the wider community.
In this regard, ISCA continues to work with our industry partners to raise our proﬁle in the
global arena. Last year, ISCA and the Singapore Accountancy Commission concluded
Expressions of Interest with Chartered Accountants Ireland, and South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants. These lay the foundation for membership reciprocity, and enhance
international recognition of the CA (Singapore) designation. ISCA has also partnered the
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants to establish a new pathway for qualiﬁed
ISCA members to fast-track their journey to obtain the globally-recognised Chartered
Global Management Accountant or CGMA designation.
These international collaborations in the
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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These international collaborations in the last two years have not only put ISCA on the
global map, they have paved the way for ISCA’s admission into Chartered Accountants
Worldwide as its ﬁrst Associate member. This membership elevates the CA (Singapore)
designation globally, and enables ISCA members access to the combined expertise and
networks of the world’s leading chartered accountancy bodies.
To deepen engagement with our international counterparts and solidify ISCA’s standing as a
credible, forward-looking professional body, ISCA continues to speak at international
events. Our eﬀorts have been recognised. Last November, on the invitation of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, or UNCTAD for short, I shared Singapore’s
experience on how diﬀerent stakeholders monitor, enforce and ensure compliance on
corporate reporting requirements at the UNCTAD conference in Geneva.
Reinforcing ISCA’s Leadership Role in the ASEAN Region
Within the region, ISCA also plays a leading role in the ASEAN Federation of Accountants, or
AFA, to advance the role of the profession in the ASEAN Economic Community and beyond.
Currently, ISCA chairs the AFA Accountancy Standards Group, and on behalf of Singapore,
led the negotiations of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on accountancy services.
ISCA is also seeking to create opportunities for our senior members where they can impart
their expertise to professional accountants in the ASEAN region.
Just this February, I visited Laos and met with representatives from the Lao Chamber of
Professional Accountants and Auditors. They shared with me that they have only about 100
accountancy graduates each year. With increasing foreign investment in the country, this is
insuﬃcient to serve the market. Laos is not only lacking in professional accountants and
auditors, most of its accountants are only familiar with basic cash accounting, instead of
accrual accounting which we are familiar with. This knowledge gap impedes the progress of
Laos’ accounting standards to fully adopt IFRS, which in turn, may slow the growth in
foreign capital and investment.
As our ASEAN neighbours develop, there are opportunities for our members to make
impactful contributions in these economies. Countries like Laos and Myanmar are in need
of accountancy professionals. Our senior members can deﬁnitely share their experiences
and transfer valuable knowledge in bookkeeping and accrual accounting. I encourage our
members, such as those who have retired, to venture overseas and share your knowledge.
This will elevate the status of ISCA members in the region and enhance the international
recognition of CAs (Singapore).
Fostering the Talent Pipeline with New Membership Pathways
As Singapore readies itself for an increasingly competitive and globalised business
environment, it is important that the accountancy profession continues to play a signiﬁcant
role in Singapore’s economic transformation. To strengthen the talent pipeline for the
accountancy sector in Singapore, ISCA has created new membership pathways that will
allow more aspiring accountants from diverse academic backgrounds to enter the
profession. Non-graduates with the relevant experiences and qualiﬁcations, including the
ISCA Accredited Accounting Technician diploma, can apply for Aﬃliate membership. The
Associate membership pathway has also been expanded, thus adding diversity to the talent
pool.
Working with Stakeholders to Strengthen Corporate Reporting in Singapore
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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Besides widening the talent pool for accountancy, it is vital for ISCA to continue working
with industry partners to better prepare and support our members for signiﬁcant changes
in the business and regulatory environment. Following the announcement that SGX plans to
make sustainability reporting mandatory from the ﬁnancial year ending on or after 31
December 2017, ISCA has re-constituted our Integrated Reporting Steering Committee as
the Corporate Reporting Committee. The Committee will champion and promote
sustainability reporting in Singapore and work closely with key stakeholders to develop and
execute initiatives to prepare companies for this transition.
Giving Back to the Community with ISCA Cares
As ISCA makes strides in the profession, it has not forgotten the wider community. In
ensuring that the underserved in society have the necessary means to secure a quality
accountancy education and build a career in the accountancy profession, ISCA Cares, an
Institute of Public Character, was established last year to champion giving by the
profession.
Under ISCA Cares, the Education programme, which will start this year, provides
disadvantaged Singapore youths access to a quality accountancy education through
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial assistance. The Community component, which begins in 2018,
will harness the expertise of the accountancy community for community development
projects. We hope ISCA Cares can be a platform for our members to gain enriching
experiences while giving back to the community.
Supporting Members through Singapore’s Transformation for the Future Economy
ISCA remains committed to contributing to Singapore’s 2020 vision to be a global
accountancy hub. While we have achieved much in 2015, we are not resting on our laurels.
In fact, we have rolled out our new Strategic Plan for 2016 to 2018 that aims to intensify our
global prominence. As Singapore prepares for the future and charts its new economic
direction towards SG100, it is important that ISCA continues to support our members
through the changes in the business environment. ISCA will be rolling out a new range of
talks and courses with certiﬁcations to enable members to keep pace with developments
and build new skills for the new economy.
Membership Fees Increase for Financial Sustainability
Before I conclude, I would like to share with you the Institute’s ﬁnancial position. As
reported in the Financial Statements in the Annual Report, a major part of the deﬁcit is
from our education arm, SAA Global Education. In recent years, we have seen signiﬁcant
changes in the education sector, and the sector will continue to evolve. In view of these
changes, ISCA plans to rejuvenate SAA Global Education over a period of three years, while
assessing its performance regularly.
However, even if SAA Global Education were to be removed from the equation, ISCA’s
current membership fees and income from CPE and training is insuﬃcient to cover our
operating expenditure. Even if our headcount costs remain at the current level, inﬂation will
always be ahead of us. In view of the increased competition for CPE revenue and changing
operating environment, it is necessary to increase the membership fees in small steps, to
ensure that our operating costs are covered and that we continue to support our members’
needs. ISCA’s membership fees would, however, remain competitive, and be lower in
comparison to other professional accounting
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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comparison to other professional accounting bodies.
ISCA’s achievements today would not have been possible without members like you,
walking hand-in-hand with us, as we continue our transformation to be a globally
recognised professional accountancy body. I would like to thank each and every one of you
for your strong support and the many contributions you have made in various ways. I look
forward to our continued progress to transform ISCA’s vision into reality.”

NEW AND RE-ELECTED ISCA COUNCIL MEMBERS

(Re-elected)
Gerard Ee Hock Kim, FCA (Singapore)
President, ISCA
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(Newly-elected)
Kon Yin Tong, FCA (Singapore)
Managing Partner, Foo Kon Tan LLP
Vice President, ISCA
Mr Kon has been in the public accounting profession for more than 25 years. As Managing
Partner of Foo Kon Tan LLP, his areas of practice include those in litigation support and
dispute resolution. He has been a Board member of the Singapore Accountancy
Commission (SAC) since 2013, and the Chairman of SAC Singapore QP Council since 2014.
Mr Kon is also a Board member of Sport Singapore and Singapore Totalisator Board.
Previously, he was a Board member of the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority,
and a member of the Public Accountants Oversight Committee from 2006 to 2011. He was a
Council member of ISCA from February 2005 to April 2011.
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(Re-elected)
Vincent Lim, FCA (Singapore)
Director of Finance – Asia, Motorola Solutions Singapore Pte Ltd
Treasurer, ISCA

Frankie Chia, FCA (Singapore)
Managing Partner & International Liaison Partner, BDO LLP
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3456
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Michael Chin, FCA (Singapore)
Deputy Managing Partner and Head of Audit & Assurance, PKF-CAP LLP

Anthony Mallek, FCA (Singapore)
Chief Financial Oﬃcer, Singapore Press Holdings Limited
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Sim Hwee Cher, FCA (Singapore)
Vice Chairman, Operations, Assurance Leader, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Tam Chee Chong, FCA (Singapore)
Regional Managing Partner, Financial Advisory Services, Southeast Asia, Deloitte & Touche LLP

SNAPSHOTS FROM THE AGM
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(from left) ISCA Council member Tan Khoon Guan, CEO Lee Fook Chiew and ex-Council member Don Ho

(from left) ISCA Council members Frankie Chia and Paul Lee
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FOCUS B E P S A N D S I N G A P O R E

BEPS and Singapore

BY

Chester Wee and Goh Su Ling

WHAT’S NEXT ON THE INTERNATIONAL TAX FRONT
In the wake of unprecedented tax reform across the globe as a result of the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)’s Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting
(BEPS) project, investors keeping watch on the Singapore Budget announcement in March
may have questions left unanswered on Singapore’s tax reform stance on the various BEPS
Action Plans.
As background, the BEPS proposals seek to tackle special schemes and structures
implemented by multinational enterprises (MNEs) to obtain a low global eﬀective tax rate in
spite of high proﬁts globally. The BEPS recommendations
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3473
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spite of high proﬁts globally. The BEPS recommendations now aim to align the incidence of
tax to where the MNEs’ substantive economic activities are performed and value is created.
With the release of the ﬁnal BEPS reports in October 2015, countries around the world have
since taken the opportunity to announce related tax reforms at their annual Budgets.
However, Singapore’s Budget 2016 was more focused on building up innovation and
sustainability of homegrown enterprises, and helping them expand abroad, rather than
joining the international chorus against ‘tax avoidance’ schemes. Having said that, the
Budget has historically not been used by Singapore as a platform for announcing
international tax policies (including transfer pricing), and investors can expect Singapore to
release BEPS-related measures in due course.

… the BEPS proposals seek to tackle special schemes and structures
implemented by multinational enterprises to obtain a low global eﬀective
tax rate in spite of high proﬁts globally.

WHERE SINGAPORE IS NOW
Though Singapore is not an OECD or a G20-member country, it has been closely monitoring
the global BEPS project and has, during the period of the BEPS project, issued tax
guidelines and clariﬁcations (such as guidelines on hybrid instruments and transfer pricing
(TP) documentation requirements).
Singapore is also participating in the development of a multilateral instrument, which seeks
to modify all existing bilateral tax treaties of signatory countries with agreed BEPS
proposals (due to be completed by end-2016), and has ratiﬁed the Convention on Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters (The Convention) earlier this year in January 2016.
The Convention will enter into force on 1 May 2016, and allows the exchange of information
upon request by an additional 34 jurisdictions, including Brazil and the US.

WHERE SINGAPORE COULD HEAD TOWARDS
In light of the increasing ﬂurry of activity around the world on BEPS-driven initiatives, what
policy changes can we expect to see in Singapore?
Increasing tax transparency
There has been a global push for tax transparency and more spontaneous exchange of
information to tackle tax evasion. OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría said in April 2016
that “(our standards on tax transparency) need to be eﬀectively implemented worldwide, by
everyone, with no exceptions, so there’s nowhere left to hide”.1
Country-by-country (CbC) report is a tool aimed at increasing international tax transparency
and improving access of their respective tax authorities to information regarding MNEs’
global allocation of the income, the taxes paid, and certain indicators of the location of
economic activity on a country-by-country basis. Numerous countries around the world,
including Australia, China, India, Japan and Malaysia in the Asia Paciﬁc, have already
announced the actual or planned implementation of CbC reporting as part of the required 2/4
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announced the actual or planned implementation of CbC reporting as part of the required
TP documentation.
Under the primary ﬁling mechanism, the CbC report is recommended to be ﬁled in the
MNE’s headquarter jurisdiction, and the tax authority of that jurisdiction may then share
the CbC report (or elements of it) with other tax authorities. However, many countries
adopting CbC reporting also include a secondary ﬁling mechanism, under which a CbC
report could be required to be ﬁled in a subsidiary’s jurisdiction where no ﬁling is required
in the headquarter jurisdiction.
Hence, it is expected that Singapore may also introduce CbC reporting, not only to ensure it
is in line with international standards, but also to make it administratively simpler for
homegrown local MNEs, that is, submitting CbC report once rather than either submitting it
multiple times to diﬀerent foreign tax authorities under the secondary ﬁling mechanism or
having to ﬁnd a surrogate ﬁling country. The introduction of CbC reporting can then be
tempered from an investor’s standpoint by adopting only the primary ﬁling mechanism.
Clearer guidelines on preferential tax regimes
The Harmful Tax Practices Action Point in the BEPS project targets preferential tax regimes,
incentives and rulings oﬀering ‘unfair’ advantages to MNEs without due consideration of
economic substance and value creation. Certain tax beneﬁts in Belgium, Luxembourg,
Netherlands and even Germany have recently been challenged.
Singapore has a host of various tax incentives to attract foreign direct investment from
investors globally, and tax incentive-related measures were announced in Budget 2016.
However, in light of the global tax climate, it is important that Singapore clears any
misperception that the global community may have with regard to the country being a ‘tax
haven’.
In practice, tax incentives in Singapore are granted only if strong economic substance
requirements are fulﬁlled, such as business spending in Singapore, headcount employed in
Singapore, R&D activities, etc. As such, a clear policy statement articulating the close nexus
between economic substance and the tax incentives awarded could be helpful in terms of
anchoring Singapore’s position on the ‘white list’ in the eyes of the international tax
community.
Further, the OECD also recommends greater transparency of favourable tax regimes. In this
regard, the Singapore regime has typically been viewed by other tax authorities as being
less than ideal, as tax incentives are negotiated on a case-by-case basis, and criteria for
obtaining the incentives are not shared publicly. MNEs with operations in Singapore may
therefore also look forward to clearer direction as to whether Singapore will be moving
towards greater transparency on tax incentives and in what form or shape that will take.
Taxing the digital economy
The digital economy has been a key focus of tax authorities worldwide in recent years, with
tax authorities arguing that it is ‘unfair’ for MNEs to be able to derive proﬁt from their
jurisdiction without being subject to tax, by virtue of the fact that sales are made via an
online platform and not through a physical presence in that jurisdiction.
One of the recommendations from the BEPS project addressing this issue is to require such
foreign MNEs to register for GST (or a similar
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3473
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foreign MNEs to register for GST (or a similar tax) before they are able to sell to consumers
in that jurisdiction. This would also help to level the playing ﬁeld between residents and
non-residents.
There has been a general trend of OECD member countries adopting this approach,
including Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand and the EU. Outside of the OECD, this
approach has seen slower momentum but is being picked up by other countries in recent
months. In the region, India has implemented a similar ‘equalisation levy’ on digital
services, and Indonesia has indicated that there are plans to introduce VAT registration
requirements for e-commerce businesses.
At this juncture, there has been no oﬃcial announcement on Singapore’s stance. Having
said that, in the event that Singapore does introduce GST on non-resident online sales into
Singapore in future, there will likely be an early announcement with a suitable transition
period to allow both local and foreign businesses suﬃcient time to assess the impact on
their operations and make any necessary changes before new rules take eﬀect.

WHY SINGAPORE NEEDS TO EVOLVE
Singapore has historically been attractive to foreign investors due to its strong
infrastructure and competitive tax regime, as well as the ease of conducting business. In
recent years, however, Singapore has faced increasing competition from other jurisdictions
in the region, such as Malaysia, Thailand and Hong Kong, which have introduced incentives
to attract regional treasury centres and headquarter activities. There is also a growing trend
for developed countries including Japan and the UK to lower corporate income tax rates.
Indonesia has also recently announced cutting its tax rate to 20% in due course.
Although Singapore continues to be a preferred jurisdiction by virtue of its attractive tax
regime, this is just one of many factors that can impact the continual growth of and
investments by both foreign MNEs and homegrown SMEs in the country. In a world now
characterised by greater transparency, a jurisdiction that adopts internationally-accepted
standards of tax policy, in addition to an attractive tax regime, will increasingly become
more favourable to potential investors looking to minimise international scrutiny on their
global operations. Coupled with strong business substance, investors will be able to more
robustly support tax positions, minimise potential controversy and protect global
reputations.

Chester Wee is Partner, and Goh Su Ling is Manager, International Tax Services, Ernst &
Young Solutions LLP. The views reﬂected in this article are the views of the writers and do
not necessarily reﬂect the views of the global EY organisation or its member ﬁrms.

1 Global

Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes
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Interact

BY

BY ADRIAN GIBBONS, WITH ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY TAN CHIU PING, SHARON

IT’S GOOD TO TALK
Communicating eﬀectively throughout the audit for entities of all shapes and sizes can
improve its technical quality and cost eﬀectiveness. It is important to understand that
communication is not something you have to do because various Singapore Standards on
Auditing (SSAs) require it; it is something you should want to do in order to improve the
audit approach.
The level and purpose of communication
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3480
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The level and purpose of communication during an audit is dealt with directly by SSA 260
Communication with Those Charged with Governance (TCWG), while other SSAs also
highlight speciﬁc communication requirements.
Paragraph A31 in SSA 260 says, ‘In the case of audits of smaller entities, the auditor may
communicate in a less structured manner with TCWG than in the case of listed or larger
entities.’ Unfortunately, some practitioners interpret ‘less structured’ to mean not recorded
in the audit ﬁle. Whichever format the communication takes, if it is relevant to the audit,
then it must be recorded in the audit ﬁle.
One of the persistent ﬁndings arising from the Quality Assurance (QA) Review conducted by
Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA) on the audits of smaller entities is the
lack of communication with TCWG. The QA reviewers have noted inadequate or no
documentation in the audit ﬁles on communication with TCWG, which indicates either an
obvious absence of communication or poor recordkeeping of these correspondences even
though they may indeed have taken place. This article discusses various issues surrounding
communication with TCWG.

Identifying who is charged with governance, ensuring appropriate
communication takes place, and demonstrating these in the audit ﬁle are
vital to the success of smaller entity audits.

WHO ARE WE COMMUNICATING WITH?
The short answer is: TCWG of the entity being audited. However, the auditor must identify
who this is and ensure that an appropriate level of communication/interaction takes place.
Many audit ﬁles demonstrate communication with the ﬁnance team, which may include the
ﬁnance chief (CFO or FD), the bookkeeper or other staﬀ within the organisation. This is not
necessarily the same as TCWG. The CFO may be a board director, but the board as a whole
is charged with governance of the entity. If you speak to only one director, can you be sure
that your issues and questions are conveyed to the full board?
Charity audit ﬁles often evidence communication with the charity’s accountant rather than
the trustees. It is fair to say that many trustees do not want to speak to the auditors (in
fact, many directors do not want to speak to the auditors). However, if they are ‘charged
with governance’, then they should be engaged in the audit process. Our job as auditors is
to help them see the beneﬁt of two-way communication.

WHAT ARE WE COMMUNICATING?
Paragraphs 14 to 17 of SSA 260 include the following main headings:

+
+
+
+

The auditor’s responsibility in relation to the ﬁnancial statement audit;
Planned scope and timing of the audit;
Signiﬁcant ﬁndings from the audit, and
Auditor independence.
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The application material that supports these paragraphs suggests the following information
would be part of communication with the client:

+
+
+
+

Background information – to help the audit team understand the entity and the risk issues;
Sources of audit evidence – useful when designing appropriate audit tests;
Information on speciﬁc transactions and events – this helps with the assessment of risk and audit
approach;
How those charged with corporate governance have fulﬁlled their responsibility for the ﬁnancial
statements.

While the above gives a technical overview of the communication, your interaction with the
client should comprise much more. The aim is to engage the client in the process and help
them to recognise the beneﬁts resulting from the exercise.
An example might be discussing the risk proﬁle that is created as part of the audit planning
exercise. Smaller entities do not generally have detailed risk proﬁles, so it may be beneﬁcial
to the entity’s management team to understand what a risk proﬁle is and the ways in which
they can use the risk information.

WHEN SHOULD WE COMMUNICATE?
Communication with TCWG is an ongoing process; it should start prior to the
commencement of audit, and cover independence issues and the scope of the audit.
Communication at the planning stage will enable the auditor to obtain an understanding of
the entity’s key activities throughout the year. Some of these activities (such as a new
investment or change in accounting policy) may aﬀect the audit approach. The implications
of these activities should be discussed as soon as they have been identiﬁed. Having a
planning meeting sets the tone right from the beginning so that the auditor and TCWG can
clearly prioritise and agree to the committed timeline.
As the audit progresses, there should be timely communication on signiﬁcant auditing and
accounting issues so as to avoid last-minute surprises. The audit team should keep the
relevant parties informed of major outstanding matters which may potentially cause delay
to the audit progress.
On completion, the deliverables such as the auditor’s report and management letter should
be clearly communicated.
At each stage, agreeing on a clear agenda with the client will help them to appreciate that
the communication is beneﬁcial. As smaller entities may be reluctant to communicate for
fear it increases the audit fee, the timing of the communication should suit the client.

HOW SHOULD WE COMMUNICATE?
The best communication is face-to-face and at the client’s premises. Communication is
always better when you can see the other party and understand their body language. A
meeting at the client’s premises not only makes the client feel more relaxed, it also means
they are more likely to have access to the
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3480
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they are more likely to have access to the information they will need for the discussion.
However, audits of smaller entities often have insuﬃcient budgets to justify a face-to-face
meeting at their premises, so alternative methods are required. These include
communicating with them by telephone to update the background information and cover
key issues that may aﬀect risk and the audit approach.
The audit team can also communicate through email. It introduces an element of formality
and is useful in communicating issues such as the scope of the audit, and its timing, extent
and limitations. Communication through emails also enables the audit team to reach out to
the target recipients almost instantaneously, especially when everyone owns a smart device
these days. However, correspondences through the written text may be misinterpreted;
additionally, body language – an important indicator of the state of communication – is
absent.
It is advisable to conduct a face-to-face meeting for completion/wrap-up meeting especially
if the audit team plans to issue a qualiﬁed opinion or if there are several management
letter points to be communicated to TCWG.

TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY
This article has been about your ability to communicate with the client. As an audit
professional, having sound technical knowledge and maintaining strong ethical behaviour
are paramount. However, one should also be equipped with good communication skills to
be able to handle tricky situations with clients. The auditing standards require a lot of
ground to be covered through communication. You and your team’s ability to do this has
signiﬁcant beneﬁts for the quality and cost eﬀectiveness of the audit approach.
Communicating in a less formal way with smaller audit clients has its risks and cost
implications. However, the rewards, in terms of the technical information in the ﬁle and the
relationship you build with the client, make the exercise more than worthwhile.

Adrian Gibbons is Managing Director, SWAT UK LTD and an auditing lecturer at SWAT and
ICAEW. Tan Chiu Ping, Sharon is Senior Manager, Quality Assurance, ISCA.
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The AEC is Here, Finally

BY

FRANCIS TAN

AEC IS A JOURNEY, NOT A BUS-STOP
The commencement of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) at the end of 2015 will usher
in a new era of cooperation and business opportunities among the grouping’s 10 members.
The AEC will play a crystallising role for the region as it aims to achieve objectives of a 1)
single market and production base; 2) highly competitive economic region; 3) region of
equitable economic development, and 4) region fully integrated into the global economy.
This integration project will bring to the table a uniﬁed economic platform with more than
600 million population, and nominal GDP value of US$2.5 trillion (in 2014), which accounts
for a 3.2% share of global GDP of US$77
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3388
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for a 3.2% share of global GDP of US$77 trillion. If ASEAN were a country, it would be the
world’s sixth largest economy, just ahead of Brazil, though still lagging far behind the US
(the world’s largest), and China (the second largest).
Much had been said about the AEC and there had been scepticism on the ground that the
AEC is just a marketing hype and will not bring much material beneﬁt for its members. We
are aware that the AEC itself is not a panacea the moment it is launched. Rather, the AEC is
the beginning of a long process of integration that leverages each member-state’s strength,
and which provides a guiding mandate for all the 10 member-states to move towards the
objectives mentioned earlier. But at the same time, it is also clear to the member-states
that any other alternatives would be sub-optimal to the AEC solution. Issues such as
productivity, competitiveness and market size, among others, will be key factors for survival
that ASEAN countries must contend with in an increasingly competitive environment where
rising economic powers like China and India, and other emerging economies, are also vying
for a piece of the global trade and investment pie.

The combination of abundant and low-cost labour and the economic
integration of ASEAN economies brought about by the AEC will see more
global manufacturers setting up production bases in ASEAN.

ASEAN’S ECONOMIC SIZE TO EXCEED JAPAN’S BY 2025
With the dynamism and scale of an integrated region, UOB’s projections show that even by
growing annually at just about two-thirds of the pace that it experienced during the 2001–
2014 period, the size of the 10-member ASEAN economy could reach nearly US$3.9 trillion
by 2020 (the size of Germany in 2014), and would be more than three times larger by 2030,
at US$8.1 trillion (twice the size of Germany in 2014).
This means that along the way in the AEC journey, ASEAN’s economy would be larger than
that of the UK’s, and would overtake that of Japan’s, by 2025. This would make ASEAN one
of the world’s fastest-growing consumer markets as more people join the ranks of the
middle class.
We believe that these projections for ASEAN are achievable, going by recent developments
in ASEAN, including the opening up of Myanmar to the international community,
presidential elections in Indonesia and the Philippines, the stronger mandate given to the
ruling party in Singapore, the return of stability in Thailand after the military coup that
ousted former Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra, among others. In addition, the lesserdeveloped members such as Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and also Vietnam, have plenty of
room for growth and to catch up, given their low starting bases.
We expect that pro-business policy will continue to be pursued by various member-states
within ASEAN, especially within the guiding framework of AEC that helps to promote free
ﬂow of goods, services, investment, the ‘freer’ ﬂow of skilled labour, as well as freer ﬂow of
capital, all of which would serve to make the region an enlarged production base and a
consumer market.
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We expect that pro-business policy will continue to be pursued by various
member-states within ASEAN, especially within the guiding framework of
AEC that helps to promote free ﬂow of goods, services, investment, the
‘freer’ ﬂow of skilled labour, as well as freer ﬂow of capital, all of which
would serve to make the region an enlarged production base and a
consumer market.

DRIVING FACTORS FOR ASEAN’S GROWTH STORY
Large, Young Population Base
If having a large population of more than 600 million is an advantage, then having a
predominantly young population is the trump card. The median age of the ASEAN
population today is 28.9 years, more favourable than that of more advanced nations such
as Japan (46.5 years), Germany (46.3 years), Italy (45 years), Hong Kong (43.2 years), US
(40.8 years), and even China (36 years). Even in 2030, ASEAN population’s median age will
be just 33.6 years, which is a considerably youthful workforce and consumer base. In fact, a
number of ASEAN economies are currently experiencing what we term the ‘demographic
sweet spot’ – a term that describes the period when the working population surpasses1 the
non-working population. That means, the dependency ratio of the economy is low.
It is estimated that when countries are in the ‘sweet spot’, economic growth averages 10%
per annum. As a case study, Japan exited the ‘sweet spot’ in the mid-1990s as the
population greyed and babyboomers retired. Long-term consumption growth slowed and
the economy endured a multi-decade deﬂationary spiral.
In contrast, many ASEAN economies are still experiencing the ‘sweet spot’. In fact, some
ASEAN economies have a population that is still so young that they will only be in the ‘sweet
spot’ many years later.
The ‘demographic sweet spot’ can be a useful tool for corporates to plan their next
production base and/or target market (or even to put weightage to their marketing budget).
However, we do not advise using it as the ‘only’ tool, as it is unwise to invest based on only
one factor – namely, demography. ASEAN members are very diﬀerent in various aspects
such as culture, governance, risk, infrastructure divide, wealth disparity, and social
acceptance of capitalism. As such, it will be prudent for corporates to take these factors
into consideration before making any overseas investments.

RISING URBANISATION RATE, GROWING MIDDLE-INCOME CLASS
Urbanisation is an important driver of economic growth and it is said that no country has
ever gone from low-income to middle-income status without experiencing signiﬁcant ruralurban migration. Today, less than half (47.6%) of the ASEAN population lives in urbanised
areas. This is still some way oﬀ from the average urbanisation rate of 51.3% for middleincome countries, and certainly is still a long way oﬀ from the 80.4% rate for high-income
countries.
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However, herein lies the opportunity that ASEAN has for global corporates. Over the next
15 years to 2030, ASEAN will experience one of the fastest growth in urbanisation rates
among major regions of the world as income growth and wealth accumulation accelerate.
There are a few reasons why the prosperity of a nation goes hand-in-hand with
urbanisation:
1) As rural workers leave self-suﬃcient farming jobs and take up manufacturing and
services jobs in the cities, national productivity levels improve due to the training they
receive and the higher value-added products/services they produce. With that, they will
earn higher wages and GDP will grow over the years.
2) The products/services and factors of production in self-suﬃcient farming are not
compiled in the country’s national accounts as they are not traded. With rural-urban
migration, workers partake in formal business settings where the costs of production and
proﬁts from the sale of products/services are properly recorded and compiled as GDP. This
also increases the government’s coﬀers in the form of revenue inﬂows from both direct and
indirect taxes, and will generate indirect stimulus to the economy in the form of future
government expenditure.
3) As the new urban workers remit a part of their now-higher income back to their rural
families, investments in rural infrastructure (such as housing and sanitation) and farming
machinery will further improve the productivity of the agricultural industries. More eﬃcient
farming techniques will produce surplus agricultural stock which can be traded, thus
bringing in higher incomes.
4) Increased incomes of the urban dwellers will see an upgrade in their tastes and
preferences, which will lead to a higher demand for better-quality products. The higher
expectations and the willingness and ability to pay more for better and safer food products
(think: organic food products) will further improve the proﬁt margins of the agricultural
sector and further contribute to stronger economic activities.
Indeed, using our analysis of data across 135 countries and over time (ﬁve-year periods
from 1980 to forecasts of 2020), we found a mildly-strong and positive correlation between
the rates of urbanisation and per capita income (proxied by nominal GDP in USD).
The combination of abundant and low-cost labour and the economic integration of ASEAN
economies brought about by the AEC will see more global manufacturers setting up
production bases in ASEAN. With inbound technological transfers, capital investments and
human capital investments, promises of higher wages in the manufacturing sector will draw
migrant workers from rural areas into urban cities, and eventually increasing the
urbanisation rates of developing ASEAN economies. Growing income and accumulated
wealth will in turn create a new and savvy group of consumers that will attract global ﬁrms
to market their goods and services.
In fact, the Asian Development Bank estimated that by 2030, nearly half a billion of the
population in ASEAN will be classiﬁed as middle-income class. This represents close to 65%
of the population by then, from 29% of the ASEAN population in 2010. With rising incomes
and standards of living, ASEAN consumers will be an important consideration in the game
plans of global corporates.
The prospects underlying ASEAN and the
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3388
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The prospects underlying ASEAN and the AEC look promising. However, one of the
commonly talked-about problems when global corporates look to invest in ASEAN is the
lack of infrastructural development, making it hard to achieve market access. For instance,
there is only 10.5 kilometres of road per 1,000 persons in ASEAN today, compared to 211.7
kilometres (per 1,000 persons) for the rest of Asia. For railroads, there is only 0.27
kilometres per 1,000 people in ASEAN, compared to 5.21 kilometres (per 1,000 persons) for
the rest of Asia. Only 71.7% of ASEAN has access to electricity, compared to 99.8% for the
rest of Asia.
That said, this present impediment does not mean that the lack of infrastructure will be a
continuous issue for ASEAN. On the contrary, we think that the existing under-investment
and the promise of good returns in investing in the ASEAN story will see a lot more
infrastructural investment.
In the next two parts of this series, we will discuss the investment potential in ASEAN as
well as the increase in intra-regional trade that will arise from the increasing trend in
production fragmentation in the region as corporates take advantage of each ASEAN
member’s factor abundance and comparative advantage amid the zero-tariﬀ environment.
We will also discuss the closer integration between ASEAN and China as a result of several
ongoing initiatives such as the One Belt, One Road, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank,
and the AEC.

Francis Tan is Economist, Global Economics & Markets Research, UOB. The article was ﬁrst
published in UOB’s Quarterly Global Outlook 4Q2015. Reproduced with permission.

1 Deﬁned

as the period when the population under 15 years of age drops below 30%, and
the population over 65 years of age is less than 15%
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BY

BY LYON POH AND LING SU MIN

FINDING VALUE IN THE ‘MONEYBALL’ ERA
Analytics is not a new concept. One can ﬁnd references to it dating back to the 1950s.
However, with the signiﬁcant increase in volumes of data available and the advancement of
technology to store as well as serve as analytical tools, the potential for data analytics has
grown exponentially. This decade has been aptly called the Age of Analytics or the
MoneyBall Era, based on the book and movie ‘MoneyBall’, where analytics was applied to
professional baseball to scout and analyse players, in a bid to build an undervalued
winning team.
In an environment where more and more
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3500
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In an environment where more and more sources of uncorroborated information are
available and greater levels of transparency are demanded by investors, board directors
and audit professionals are continually under intense pressure to have a more eﬀective
sense of the breadth and depth of the information available.
Audit analytics – which is essentially the integration of data analytical technology into the
audit, in order to assess risks and undertake controls and substantive testing – can help in
the information-deciphering process.

EMBARKING ON THE AUDIT ANALYTICS JOURNEY
There is greater imperative for the audit business to keep up with technological changes in
order to stay relevant to market needs and continue as that voice of public trust.
An increasing number of diﬀerent instruments are available in the auditor’s toolbox kit,
particularly as new applications are being developed. For example, instead of current
methods of sampling limited transactions data, the entire data set can be analysed and
checked for veriﬁcation purposes. Anomalies such as missing or duplicate data can be
spotted. Trends and patterns in transactions that may not be obvious from traditional
methods can be identiﬁed, pinpointing potential risks that can then be mitigated.
Comparisons and benchmarks can also be measured within or across time, industries and
countries.
At KPMG, we have developed a series of software and tools which are integrated with our
audit tools. The Dynamic Analytics Platform is an example of an internal KPMG platform
used by auditors to perform automated audit procedures through churning of large
volumes of data.
Some of the interesting ﬁndings arising from our work across Asia include: long
outstanding payments to vendor and long outstanding receipts from customers beyond
credit terms, which an organisation was unaware of. A high volume of transactions for
small-value purchases, which were handled by a large number of personnel, were also
observed, impacting time and cost eﬃciency in procurement.
We believe that the primary goal of audit analytics is not solely for the purpose of
automating or replacing manual procedures. Audit analytics gives us access to data
correlations, trends and patterns, and enables a contextualisation of the data. Audit
professionals are then able to undertake a more critical risk assessment and make more
informed judgements about the speciﬁc risk areas to focus on during the audit. By
modifying the lens with which we view audit risk and undertake audit risk assessment, our
objective is to deliver capabilities that transform the way we perform audits as well as the
insights we can obtain from the voluminous data that we go through during an audit.
In this regard, KPMG’s member-ﬁrms have formed alliances to utilise McLaren Applied
Technologies and IBM’s Watson cognitive computing technology, focusing on using
advanced analytics techniques to enhance the quality of auditing services. We have also
developed inhouse an anomaly detection tool that enables auditors to select more targeted
samples in the course of their audit, moving away from the traditional judgemental sample
selection process.
To extend capabilities in the ﬁeld, the KPMG Digital + Innovation team was set up in 2014,
consisting of a team of data analysts, data
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3500
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consisting of a team of data analysts, data scientists, industry sector experts and
entrepreneurs. This team works together daily with audit professionals to uncover
meaningful business insights from big data through the use of statistical and analytics
techniques.

Audit analytics gives us access to data correlations, trends and patterns, and
enables a contextualisation of the data. Audit professionals are then able to
undertake a more critical risk assessment and make more informed
judgements about the speciﬁc risk areas to focus on during the audit.

IS THE ORGANISATION READY?
While most board directors and management acknowledge the value of business and audit
analytics and would like their auditors to apply audit analytics, we believe that it is
important to reﬂect on the organisation’s readiness to apply such analytics.
In our work across ASEAN, we have noted the following key considerations in assessing an
organisation’s readiness, most of which may require an institutionalised approach.
1. Use of enterprise resource planning (ERP) or IT systems
Much of the information-gathering process involved in audit analytics could be hampered
by any ineﬀective use of ERP or IT systems. Issues that may arise include journal entries
that are recorded on a batch basis and not based on transactions or data ﬁelds that are not
consistently populated.
Another issue is that accounting modules are sometimes not being utilised in the intended
manner. For example, purchase-to-pay transactions are not recorded through the Accounts
Payable sub-ledgers, but are manually tracked.
Further, the use of multiple systems within an organisation or a group, including legacy
systems that may not be integrated, would complicate the data extraction and integration
process.
2. IT function
An outsourced IT function or an inhouse one that has minimal or no understanding of the
organisation’s data and/or process ﬂow as well as data extraction requirements may not be
able to provide the relevant information.
3. Data management capabilities
The eﬀective and eﬃcient use of audit analytics requires good data management
capabilities to extract, clean, integrate and transform data as well as manage exceptions.
4. Management’s perception
There may be unwillingness to change the status quo in the audit approach, especially with
the need to release signiﬁcantly larger sets of transactional data. The data extraction as
well as exception resolution process can be perceived to be unnecessarily time-consuming.3/5
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well as exception resolution process can be perceived to be unnecessarily time-consuming.
With such extensive data extraction, conﬁdentiality over these data remains a prime
concern for many organisations, especially when the data is sensitive and deemed crucial
in strategic competitiveness.
5. State of audit regulation
With respect to external ﬁnancial audits, the continued prevalent application of audit
analytics would be partially dependent on audit regulation/frameworks and the embracing
of predictive analytics as audit evidence.
We believe that an assessment of the current state of readiness of an organisation is
paramount in determining the scope and scale of any analytics project, without which,
attempts to apply analytics may prove to be costly in terms of the money and eﬀort spent,
without much fruitful results.

We believe that an assessment of the current state of readiness of an
organisation is paramount in determining the scope and scale of any
analytics project, without which, attempts to apply analytics may prove to be
costly in terms of the money and eﬀort.

STAYING AHEAD OF THE AUDIT ANALYTICS CURVE
As the audit process evolves, preparing for the changing environment is crucial. Auditors,
especially those at the entry level, can look forward to more value-added roles, including
more in-depth analysis of an organisation’s data throughout the world, rather than the
traditional rote work the entry-level professional has been accustomed to, which is also
typically limited to a single jurisdiction. The perception of more interesting work and more
productive use of their time could help accounting ﬁrms in retaining such talents.
Central to the eﬀectiveness of audit analytics is the quality of data sources and the
robustness of the scientiﬁc models, paired with the right data technology tools. The
usefulness of the results of such analytics would rest upon the auditor’s experience and
ability to interpret and apply such results to the speciﬁc organisation’s situation (until the
state of artiﬁcial intelligence is synonymous with that of the human mind).
The future of audit will look quite diﬀerent as technology transforms the way audit
procedures are being carried out. Such changes would likely come sooner rather than later,
as the anticipated beneﬁts of audit analytics, including increased eﬃciency, accuracy and
thoroughness, bear fruit. To reach that ideal state, all stakeholders in the process –
auditors, organisations, regulators and investors – would need to work together in order to
make the transition eﬀective.

Lyon Poh is Head, Digital + Innovation, and Ling Su Min is Audit Partner, KPMG in
Singapore. The views and opinions are those of the writers and do not necessarily
represent the views and opinions of KPMG
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represent the views and opinions of KPMG in Singapore. All information provided is of a
general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular
individual or entity.
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Happy Employees = More Productive Employees
BY

JONHA REVESENCIO

HOW TO CREATE A HAPPIER WORKPLACE
The theory that happy employees are more productive employees is backed by research.
Although pay and beneﬁts will always be a crucial motivating factor, promoting happiness
in business is more about creating a satisfying working environment in which everyone
wants to give their best. There are several ways to achieve this, most of which will cost far
less than an across-the-board salary increase.
1. Promote a strong sense of community
“You should encourage everybody in your organisation to say “hi” or “good morning” to one
another when they meet each day,” says Dean Griﬃths, Chief Executive at Energy Fusion, a
corporate wellbeing consultancy. “That sounds simple, but it’s an incredible way to build a
sense of community in the workplace. It’s something that busy, focused people can forget.”
Nothing helps to build a community more than encouraging people to work – and play –
more closely together, according to Laura Hampton, Digital Marketing Manager at
Impression, a company that has made collaboration
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3367
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Impression, a company that has made collaboration a central ethos.
“Collaboration is essential if we are to work to a common purpose,” she says. “As well as
more formal meeting spaces, we have got various areas in our oﬃce where people can play
table tennis, darts and table football. All these things give our team members the chance to
get away from their desks and talk to one another.”
2. Establish a ‘wellbeing culture’
Steve Harry, CFO at insurance provider Unum, says that prevention is one of the keys to
establishing a culture of wellbeing. “That entails providing beneﬁts that can reduce the risk
that employees will be aﬀected by physical and mental health issues,” he says.
“Second, the element of intervention is required. You need to be able to identify emerging
problems and nip them in the bud before they become serious.”
Stress releases the hormone cortisol into the bloodstream, which triggers a demand in the
brain for more energy. The quickest way to meet that demand is to eat carbohydrates, but
Mandy Rutter, a workplace psychologist at wellbeing consultancy Validium, is critical of
oﬃces that have ‘treat corners’ full of chocolates and cakes. Wellbeing, she argues, should
be less about managing stress with unhealthy snacks and more about developing long-term
emotional resilience.
3. Encourage people to work to common values
When people share a set of values, they will work together more harmoniously, so says Jo
Haigh, Chief Executive at FDS Corporate Finance, who has instilled four key values in her
business.
“In descending order of priority, they are: be kind, work hard, stay positive and have fun,”
she explains, adding that these are “part of our DNA. Everything we do – how we recruit,
how we engage with each other – is underpinned by these values. We do all we can to
create an atmosphere of straight talking and a strict no-blame culture.”
The company has its own art gallery in the head oﬃce, but it’s the values that hold the
organisation together, according to Haigh. “Whenever we have recruited people or worked
with clients who do not think like us, things have inevitably gone wrong,” she says.
4. Provide a less formal space in which to work
While having regimented rows of desks may be the most eﬃcient use of precious oﬃce
space, giving people the option of working in a more informal setting can help them to
relax and think creatively.
One ﬁrm that has realised this is Carwow, a digital car sales service with 50 employees. Its
oﬃce features a large and brightly-lit communal space in which they can work. FreeAgent,
an online accountancy system for freelancers and small businesses, even has a bar area in
which staﬀ can use their laptops.
“We have built an environment where people actually want to share their talents and
support each other,” says FreeAgent’s Chief Technology Oﬃcer, Olly Headey.
5. Oﬀer opportunities for ﬂexible working
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3367
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5. Oﬀer opportunities for ﬂexible working
Deloitte has introduced an ‘agile working’ policy under which any employee can request a
formal ﬂexible working arrangement. Staﬀ can also take a block of four weeks’ unpaid leave
in a year without giving a reason.
CloudBooking, a provider of online meeting room services, has taken the concept a step
further than most, as its CEO, Gerry Brennan, explains, “A key member of our team wanted
to travel around Europe. She continued to work as part of the business while she journeyed
through France, Spain and Portugal. Your location doesn’t matter if you’re not tied to the
oﬃce and you have the technology to connect you.”
6. Keep everyone informed about the business
Few things undermine people’s trust and morale more than being kept in the dark about
what’s happening in their organisation. This is especially true if it’s going through a diﬃcult
time.
A quarter of respondents to research by software company Geckoboard into why people
quit their jobs said that they had been prompted to do so by a lack of information sharing
by those in the know.
David Kentish, Director at training and development consultancy Kentish & Co, observes
that when trust fades between managers and team members, people retreat behind the
formality of job descriptions, service-level agreements, etc. “They use such metrics as an
excuse not to have honest conversations,” he says.
7. Design the workplace around people
“The science of ergonomics puts both the physical and the emotional needs of people at
the centre of oﬃce design,” says Steve Barraclough, Chief Executive of the Chartered
Institute of Ergonomics & Human Factors.
Simply increasing someone’s exposure to natural light can be highly beneﬁcial. Barraclough
cites an ergonomics study showing that staﬀ working close to windows in their oﬃce slept
46 minutes more at night on average than those not near windows. The latter group
reported “poorer scores than their counterparts on quality-of-life measures relating to
physical problems and vitality,” he says.
Barraclough also recommends the use of so-called sit-stand desks, which have become
popular in Scandinavia. These ﬂexible workstations promote better health and reduce
absence levels, he says, adding, “Productivity and creativity will also increase, as people
who are mobile tend to be more inventive.”
8. Keep an oﬃce dog
Ashley Carr, Managing Director of Neo PR, says that keeping a dog – called Neo, naturally –
has had a positive eﬀect on the ﬁrm’s 10 employees. “We encourage everyone to take a
break from sitting at their desk every hour and take a walk with Neo, either individually or
in groups,” he says. (Wellies are provided for rainy days.)
These regular walks refresh both the body and the brain, according to Carr. “They can also
relieve the stress of working in an oﬃce
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relieve the stress of working in an oﬃce environment,” he says.

Jonha Revesencio is the contributor of this article. This article was ﬁrst published in the
February 2016 issue of Financial Management magazine, Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants. Reproduced with permission.
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Don’s Column: Impact of FRS 110 on Consolidation
of REITs in Singapore

BY

JIAN MING AND NG ENG JUAN

AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
FRS 110 Consolidated Financial Statements superseded FRS 27 Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements and INT FRS 12 Consolidation – Special Purpose Entities, eﬀective for
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014.
The change in the consolidation standards from FRS 27 and INT FRS 12 to FRS 110 is
expected to have a signiﬁcant impact on the consolidation of investment in Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs).
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3563
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This article presents the results of an empirical analysis on the impact of FRS 110 on
consolidation of REITs in Singapore, based on the population of REITs and sponsor
companies that are listed on the Singapore Exchange (SGX).

FRS 27 AND INT FRS 12 VERSUS FRS 110
It may be worthwhile to ﬁrst outline some of the common features of listed REITs in
Singapore. All REITs listed on SGX are structured as externally-managed trusts. Thus, the
decision-making authority is delegated to professional REIT managers. However, the
professional REIT managers are usually wholly-owned subsidiaries of the listed sponsor
companies. The listed sponsor company frequently holds a signiﬁcant but less than the
majority equity interest in the REIT.
FRS 27 required a parent to consolidate its subsidiaries, which were deﬁned as those under
its control. INT FRS 12 further provided circumstances which might indicate ‘control’ in the
context of special purposes vehicles (of which REIT is an example). The circumstances
provided for in INT FRS 12 mainly allude to situations where the sponsor has the decisionmaking power to obtain the majority of the beneﬁts and is exposed to signiﬁcant risks and
majority of the residual of ownership risk.
FRS 110, on the other hand, has deﬁned the term ‘control’ more broadly. An investor
controls an investee when it is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its
investment with the investee and has the ability to aﬀect those returns through its power
over the investee (paragraph 6). In the context of REITs, it is quite obvious that the sponsor
company is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its investment with the REIT.
The question of whether the sponsor company has the ability to aﬀect those returns
through its power over the REIT will depend very much on whether the REIT manager is
acting as a principal or as an agent (paragraph 18), and whether the REIT manager is acting
as a principal or as an agent depends on the interaction of the four variables in paragraph
B60 – namely, (i) the scope of its decision-making authority, (ii) the rights held by other
parties, (iii) the remuneration to which it is entitled, and (iv) its exposure to variability of
returns from other interests.
Given the common feature of listed REITs as described above, and the requirements of FRS
27 and INT FRS 12, most, if not all, investments in REITs were not consolidated by their
sponsor companies prior to 1 January 2014.
However, under FRS 110 with its broader deﬁnition of control, it is envisaged that some of
the investments in REITs have to be consolidated in the sponsor companies’ consolidated
ﬁnancial statements.

POPULATION FOR ANALYSIS
We focused on Singapore-listed companies that were sponsors/owners of Singapore-listed
REITs. We ﬁrst examined the list of REITs from the ‘real estate investment trust’ sector on
the SGX website (as of May 2015), and identiﬁed all SGX-listed companies which were
sponsors/owners of SGX-listed REITs (a total of 11 companies). We then downloaded from
SGX the annual reports of all these 11 companies for the ﬁrst ﬁnancial year after FRS110
became eﬀective (that is, the ﬁrst ﬁnancial years started on or after 1 January 2014). For
our analysis, we went through the footnotes
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3563
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our analysis, we went through the footnotes regarding ‘Change in Accounting Policy’ as well
as those on quantitative impacts and subsidiaries/associated companies. Our study
therefore covered the whole population of 11 sponsor/owner companies and their 17 SGXlisted REITs. (Some listed sample companies may own or sponsor more than one REIT.)

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In the following analysis, we speciﬁcally study (a) the extent of change in consolidation
decision for REITs under FRS 110, and (b) the impact of consolidation of REITs under FRS110
on the sponsors’ ﬁnancial ratios.
a. Extent of consolidation decision changes
The table below summarises the extent of the change in the consolidation decision of our
sample REITs in the sponsor companies’ consolidated ﬁnancial statements as a result of the
changes in consolidation standard from FRS 27 and INT FRS 12 to FRS 110.

From Table 1, it may be noted that:
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3563
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One REIT which was previously consolidated continued to be consolidated. For this particular REIT, the
sponsor company holds a 70% equity interest. This more-than-50% equity interest probably explains why
the consolidation decision remained the same. This is an exception to the general feature of listed REITs
in Singapore where the sponsor company frequently holds a signiﬁcant but less than the majority equity
interest in the REIT.
Ten REITs which were previously not consolidated remained not consolidated. It is noted that for these 10
REITs, there was no substantive change in the sponsor companies’ equity interest and other underlying
factors.
One REIT which was previously consolidated was now not consolidated. For this particular REIT, the
sponsor company’s equity interest had decreased from 45.2% to 33.3%. According to the note to the
ﬁnancial statement, this decrease in equity interest was the main reason for the change of consolidation
decision.
Five REITs which were previously not consolidated were now consolidated. It is noted that for all these ﬁve
REITs, there was no substantive change in the sponsor companies’ equity interest and other underlying
factors.

The two REITs in (1) and (3) above may be considered as outliers. It may therefore be noted
that for most REITs (10 out of 15), there was no change in consolidation decision as a result
of the change in consolidation standards, but a signiﬁcant number of the REITs (ﬁve out of
15) had to be consolidated in the listed sponsors’ consolidated ﬁnancial statement as a
result of FRS 110.
b. Impacts of FRS110 on the sponsors’ ﬁnancial ratios
Among the 11 SGX-listed sponsor companies, all of them disclosed that they adopted
FRS110 in the ﬁnancial year starting either 2013 or 2014.1

+
+
+

Eight out of 11 companies disclosed that ‘there is no change in the control conclusion’ or ‘the adoption of
these standards did not have any eﬀect on the ﬁnancial performance or position of the Group and the
Company’;
One company disclosed that it adopted the new standards but no further disclosure was made, and
Two companies summarised and presented the quantitative impact of the adoption of new standards.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3563
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We were only able to perform the quantitative analysis based on the two companies which
summarised and presented the quantitative impact of the adoption of new standards. A
comparison of the ﬁnancial ratios calculated based on the quantitative disclosures of the
two companies shows that the adoption of FRS 110 resulted in:

+
+

a much lower rate of return on asset (ROA). The ROA of one company decreased from 2.25% to 1.86%,
representing around 17% decrease, while the ROA of the other company decreased from 2.96% to 2.30%,
representing a 22% decrease, and
a slightly lower leverage (total liabilities divided by total assets). The leverage of one company decreased
from 48.54% to 45.73%, representing a 6% decrease, while the leverage of the other company decreased
from 58.04% to 55.82%, representing a 4% decrease.

CONCLUSION
The change in the consolidation standards from FRS 27 and INT FRS 12 to FRS 110 does
have a signiﬁcant impact on the consolidation of REITs. Speciﬁcally, one third of the REITs in
our sample which were previously not consolidated in the listed sponsor companies’
consolidated ﬁnancial statements under FRS 27 and INT FRS 12 were consolidated under
FRS 110. An analysis of the resulting ﬁnancial statement also shows that the change in
consolidation policy resulted in a signiﬁcant impact on ROA but a minor impact on leverage.
It should be noted that the above analysis is based on the small population of Singaporelisted sponsor/owner companies and their REITs. The conclusion should therefore be
interpreted with this limitation in mind.

Jian Ming and Ng Eng Juan are both Associate Professors of Accounting, Nanyang Business
School, Nanyang Technological University.
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1

One company chose to adopt FRS110 for the ﬁnancial year ending 31 December 2013,
before it formally became eﬀective.
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Grasp: PE, Seize: The World

BY

FELIX WONG

BE ON TOP OF PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT AS YOU INTERNATIONALISE
“Supporting our companies to internationalise is a key strategy to help them grow
revenues,” Deputy Prime Minister and then-Minister for Finance Tharman
Shanmugaratnam commented during his Budget 2015 speech.
As more and more Singapore companies echo the government’s call and ready themselves
for internationalisation, it is timely for them to sit back and consider the myriad of
challenges that may arise from overseas ventures. With their focus on strategic growth
issues, the last thing companies need is
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3391
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issues, the last thing companies need is to be caught unawares abroad, tripping over tax
issues such as permanent establishment (PE).
At a recent Tax Excellence Decoded session jointly organised by the Singapore Institute of
Accredited Tax Professionals (SIATP) and IE Singapore, Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax)
Sivakumar Saravan, Head of Tax Services at Crowe Horwath First Trust, took the audience
on a journey through internationalisation and explained how companies could tackle PE
issues head-on. Besides gaining knowledge on PE, the audience also learnt more about the
support available to companies venturing overseas as Tan Ee Loo, Senior Manager at IE
Singapore, walked the participants through the essentials of the Double Tax Deduction
Scheme for Internationalisation (DTDi).

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax) Sivakumar Saravan, Head of Tax Services at Crowe Horwath First Trust

PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT
The way each country determines how the income of a non-resident derived from carrying
on a business in that country should be taxed may sometimes lead to double taxation.
Under tax treaties, the concept of PE can be seen as a means to allocate business proﬁts
between countries in order to avoid double taxation.
Let’s take the example of a Singapore company that carries out business activities in
Country A, and the income attributable to those activities are taxable under Country A’s
domestic law. If there is a comprehensive tax treaty between Singapore and Country A, the
Singapore company’s business proﬁts can be taxable in Country A only to the extent such
proﬁts are attributable to a business carried on through a PE in Country A. PE as an
allocation rule is relevant to the extent the income of the Singapore company that is
taxable under Country A’s domestic law falls within the Business Proﬁts Article of the tax 2/5
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taxable under Country A’s domestic law falls within the Business Proﬁts Article of the tax
treaty.
PE generally refers to a ﬁxed place of business through which the business of an enterprise
is wholly or partly carried on.1

REASONS FOR PE MANAGEMENT
Using the earlier example, if the Singapore company carries on a business through a PE in
Country A, whether its income is taxable in Country A will depend on Country A’s domestic
law. Assuming it suﬀers tax in Country A, it may claim a credit for the foreign tax suﬀered
against its Singapore tax payable on the same income under the tax treaty.
If creating a PE in a foreign country does not necessarily lead to double taxation, why
should companies be concerned over the creation of PE outside of Singapore?
There are various reasons for mitigating foreign tax. Given that Singapore’s corporate tax
rate is one of the lowest in the region, foreign taxes suﬀered may lead to an increase in the
overall eﬀective tax rate even if tax credits are claimed. Similarly, a Singapore company in a
tax loss position will see an increase in its eﬀective tax rate due to the inability to carry
forward the unutilised foreign tax credits.

Given that Singapore’s corporate tax rate is one of the lowest in the region,
foreign taxes suﬀered may lead to an increase in the overall eﬀective tax
rate even if tax credits are claimed.

GOING INTERNATIONAL
In a typical scenario, a Singapore company looking to internationalise may ﬁrst seek out
opportunities by attending overseas trade fairs, participating in overseas trade mission
trips or meeting up with potential suppliers. If the company is interested in a particular
market, it may set up a representative oﬃce in that country to conduct in-depth market
research. Positive ﬁndings may prompt the company to advertise its products and ﬁnally
set up overseas trade oﬃces to sell its products in the foreign market.
Almost all of Singapore’s tax treaties provide for a list of activities (the ‘exception list’) where
a PE will not be deemed to have arisen if a place of business is used solely for such
activities. The exception list typically covers preparatory or auxiliary activities. For example,
the maintenance of a ﬁxed place of business by an enterprise solely for the purpose of
collecting information for that enterprise would usually fall under the exception list in
Singapore’s tax treaties. Hence, the setting-up of an oﬃce in a foreign country to conduct
market research is unlikely to create a PE. Similarly, the attendance at overseas trade fairs
to merely provide information on one’s products or services should be seen as being
preparatory or auxiliary in nature.
However, taking into consideration Action Plan 7 of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)’s Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) project,
activities that are within the exception list but nevertheless constitute core functions of the3/5
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activities that are within the exception list but nevertheless constitute core functions of the
enterprise may be seen as not being preparatory or auxiliary in nature. For example, a
procurement activity that is an essential and signiﬁcant part of an enterprise’s overall
business activity may lack the preparatory or auxiliary character to be exempted outright
from the deﬁnition of a PE.
The Singapore company should pay closer attention when it starts to market and sell its
products overseas as such activities are likely to have PE implications now or in the future
due to emerging trends. Let us consider the following scenarios:
Marketing activities
A Singapore company engages Company B in Country B to advertise its products and
provide information to potential customers in Country B. Company B does not conclude
contracts with customers. Interested customers are required to contract directly with the
Singapore company.
Generally, the Singapore company should not have a PE in Country B even if Company B is
a dependent agent provided it does not have explicit nor implied authority to conclude
contracts on behalf of the Singapore company.
However, the BEPS Action Plan 7 recommendations, which are primarily directed at
updating the OECD Model Convention, when implemented, will lead tax authorities to also
consider whether Company B plays a principal role leading to the conclusion of contracts
without material modiﬁcations by the Singapore company when assessing the Singapore
company’s PE status.
E-commerce
A Singapore company engages Company C, an unrelated company in Country C, for website
hosting services. The Singapore company sells its products through its website. The website
is hosted on Company C’s servers situated in Country C.
As a website is intangible, the Singapore company does not have a place of business in
Country C. The servers are also not at the Singapore company’s disposal. On this account,
assuming it does not carry out any other activities, the Singapore company should not have
a PE in Country C.
However, using the same example, if the Singapore company owns the server on which the
website is hosted and the server exists for a long-enough period in Country C, it is possible
that the server may create a PE in Country C for the Singapore company. This is even if the
Singapore company does not employ any personnel in Country C to carry on a business.

DOUBLE TAX DEDUCTION FOR INTERNATIONALISATION
As Singapore companies venture overseas, the government is also doing its part to support
their internationalisation eﬀorts. The DTDi, which allows businesses2 to claim a 200% tax
deduction on qualifying expenditure incurred on qualifying market expansion and
investment development activities, was extended in Budget 2016 for four years to 31 March
2020.
DTDi covers 14 internationalisation activities,
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3391
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DTDi covers 14 internationalisation activities, ranging from activities relating to market
preparation and market exploration, to activities relating to market promotion and market
presence. While many would know that expenses relating to overseas business
development trips are eligible for DTDi, companies should also be aware that expenses
incurred for other internationalisation activities, such as product certiﬁcation, production of
corporate brochures for overseas distribution and investment feasibility studies, are also
eligible for DTDi.
Companies may automatically claim DTD in their tax ﬁling on the ﬁrst $100,000 of eligible
expenses for four qualifying internationalisation activities:
1
2
3
4

Overseas business development trips and missions;
Overseas investment study trips and missions;
Overseas trade fairs, and
Local trade fairs approved by IE Singapore or Singapore Tourism Board.

While many would know that expenses relating to overseas business
development trips are eligible for DTDi, companies should also be aware that
expenses incurred for other internationalisation activities, such as product
certiﬁcation, production of corporate brochures for overseas distribution
and investment feasibility studies, are also eligible for DTDi.

For expenditure above $100,000 of these four qualifying activities, as well as for the
remaining 10 internationalisation activities, companies are required to submit an online
application via the DTD incentive portal for each trip or project prior to the project start
date. It is good to note that companies are not required to wait for the approval before
starting the project. If approved, the companies will be given a Letter of Support to
accompany their tax claims. The online application should take no longer than 10 minutes
to complete.
Plan properly; tread carefully. As you venture into overseas markets, know that you are not
alone. Get valuable advice from accredited tax professionals to avoid overseas tax traps,
and while you are at it, remember to log in to the DTD incentive portal before you spend on
internationalisation activities.

Felix Wong is Head of Tax, SIATP. This article is based on SIATP’s Tax Excellence Decoded
session facilitated by Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax) Sivakumar Saravan, Head of Tax
Services, Crowe Horwath First Trust, and Tan Ee Loo, Senior Manager, IE Singapore. For
more tax insights, please visit SIATP.

1

Article 5(1) of the OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital, 9th edition, 2014
(OECD Model Convention)
2

The DTDi is applicable for Singapore-registered company or companies that have a PE in
Singapore with the primary purpose of promoting the trading of goods or provision of
services.
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ISCA Comments on IASB ED on Annual Improvements to IFRSs
The ED Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2014-2016 Cycle proposes some narrow-scope
amendments to three existing IFRSs as part of its Annual Improvements project. These
amendments mainly comprise deletions of short-term exemptions in IFRS 1 and
clariﬁcations to IFRS 12 and IAS 28. ISCA agrees with the proposed amendments and
transition provisions in the ED, and has also suggested some improvements in the drafting
of the proposed amendment in IFRS 12.
IASB Issues Amendments to IFRS 15
The amendments to IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers, do not change the
underlying principles but clarify how to:

+

Identify a performance obligation (the promise to transfer a good or a service to a customer) in a
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contract;
Determine whether a company is a principal (the provider of a good or service) or an agent (responsible
for arranging for the good or service to be provided), and
Determine whether the revenue from granting a licence should be recognised at a point in time or over
time.

In addition to the clariﬁcations, the amendments include two additional reliefs to reduce
cost and complexity for a company when it ﬁrst applies the new Standard. The
amendments have the same eﬀective date as IFRS 15, that is, 1 January 2018.
CRD Publishes Statement on Materiality
The Corporate Reporting Dialogue (CRD) is an initiative consisting of organisations with
responsibility for setting standards or developing guidance for corporate reporting,
including IASB. CRD publishes a ‘statement of common principles of materiality’, which
outlines the common principles in the CRD organisations’ deﬁnitions of materiality. It is also
part of the initiative’s work to collaborate on clarifying reporting concepts.

IAASB Finalises Changes for Auditor Reporting on Summary Financial Statements
IAASB has released ISA 810 (Revised) which deals with the auditor’s responsibilities relating
to an engagement to report on summary ﬁnancial statements derived from ﬁnancial
statements audited in accordance with ISAs by that same auditor. The limited amendments
to the standard leverage the additional transparency in the auditor’s report on the audited
ﬁnancial statements resulting from the new and revised auditor reporting standards, and
will become eﬀective at the same time as the auditor reporting standards.

ISCA Comments on Improving the Structure of the Code
ISCA generally agrees with the suggestions in the IESBA ED, which are intended to enhance
the understandability, clarity and navigability of the Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants. ISCA has also suggested some improvements to further enhance the clarity of
certain aspects of the Code.
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Full Convergence of IFRS in 2018

BY

YVONNE CHIU AND VARGHESE ANTHONY

EFFECTS ON IFRS 9 ADOPTION
FRS 109 Financial Instruments takes eﬀect from 1 January 2018. The eﬀective date of FRS
109 will coincide with the date of convergence with a new ﬁnancial reporting framework
identical to IFRS (referred to as ‘SG-IFRS’ in this article) by Singapore-incorporated
1
companies listed on the Singapore Exchange (SGX).
Listed companies (referred to as ‘Listcos’ in this article) have to apply SG-IFRS 1 First-time
adoption (expected to be identical to IFRS 1) to transition to the new ﬁnancial reporting
framework from 1 January 2018.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_june2016/article/page3397
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How does the full convergence to IFRS in 2018 aﬀect the adoption of IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments? In this article, we highlight certain areas Listcos may want to consider when
planning for transition.
Considering that a similar announcement on the applicability of SG-IFRS has not been made
with regard to entities other than those Singapore-incorporated companies listed on SGX
(referred to as ‘Non-Listcos’ in this article), we draw a comparison between the transition
requirements for Listcos and non-Listcos.

DATE OF TRANSITION
For December year-end Listcos, ﬁnancial year 2018 will be the ﬁrst year for SG-IFRS
reporting, with ﬁnancial year 2017 as the comparative period, assuming only one year of
comparative information is presented. This means that comparative information for
ﬁnancial year 2017 and an opening balance sheet as at 1 January 2017 in compliance with
SG-IFRS will be required (Figure 1).

For ﬁnancial instruments, however, if an entity adopts SG-IFRS for the ﬁrst time for an
annual period beginning before 1 January 2019 – as will be the case here in Singapore for
Listcos – then it can choose not to restate comparative information in its ﬁrst SG-IFRS
ﬁnancial statements under SG-IFRS 9.
Therefore, for Listcos, the comparative period ended 31 December 2017 can remain under
the existing Singapore Financial Reporting Standards (SFRS). This exemption also includes
SG-IFRS 7 disclosures related to items that are in the scope of SG-IFRS 9.
This exemption election, along with what will be considered the date of transition (see later
section on ‘What happens on the date of transition?’) is illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b).
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Therefore, if this exemption is availed, it will result in a situation where the comparative
period – that is, the year ended 31 December 2017 – will remain presented under SFRS for
ﬁnancial instruments, while it will be presented under SG-IFRS for other standards.
In summary, if the Listcos chose to avail of this exemption, then the following requirements
apply:

+
+
+
+

In applying SG-IFRS 9, the ‘date of transition’ is the beginning of the ﬁrst IFRS reporting period (Figures 1,
2a and 2b).
The Listco applies SFRS in comparative periods to items that are in the scope of IFRS 9.
The Listco discloses the fact that the exemption is applied, as well as the basis of presentation of the
comparative information.
The diﬀerence arising, on adoption of SG-IFRS 9, is treated as arising from a change in accounting policy
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and the entity provides related disclosures required by SG-IAS 8. However, the Listco is only required to
disclose the eﬀects on ﬁnancial statement line item amounts for amounts that are presented in the
statement of ﬁnancial position at the comparative period’s reporting date.

WHAT HAPPENS ON THE DATE OF TRANSITION?
A Listco that applies SG-IFRS 9 in its ﬁrst SG-IFRS ﬁnancial statements applies similar
transition requirements to those that are applicable when a non-Listco transitions from FRS
39 to FRS 109 (which are detailed in KPMG’s Financial Reporting Matters, September 2015
edition). However, references to ‘date of initial application’ (DIA) – which is applicable for
transitions from FRS 39 to FRS 109 – are generally replaced with references to the ‘date of
transition to IFRS’ – which is applicable for ﬁrst-time adoption.
Under FRS 109, the DIA is the beginning of the period in which an entity ﬁrst applies the
standard. Under SG-IFRS 1, the date of transition is the beginning of the earliest period for
which an entity presents full comparative information under SG-IFRS in its ﬁrst SG-IFRS
ﬁnancial statements. Therefore, in Singapore, assuming that one full year of full
comparative information is presented, the transition requirements are to be applied by a
ﬁrst-time adopter – that is, Listco – one year earlier than a non-Listco.
For example, assume that one full year of comparative information is presented by a Listco
and a non-Listco when they apply SG-IFRS 9 and FRS 109 respectively in the period ended
31 December 2018. For the Listco, the date of transition will be 1 January 2017. For the nonListco, the DIA will be 1 January 2018.
However, as discussed above, under SG-IFRS 1, a Listco can choose not to restate
comparative information. If this option is availed to by the Listco, the DIA for the purpose
of adopting SG-IFRS 9 will also be 1 January 2018.
The diﬀerence in transition assessment dates for a Listco and a non-Listco – that is, date of
transition versus DIA – impacts several key transition aspects under the standard including
those listed in Table 1.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO NOW
As can be seen, in Singapore, the transition requirements will need to be considered in the
context of ﬁrst-time adoption of SG-IFRS for Listcos. There are other transition diﬀerences
in addition to those described above. Listcos are advised to assess the impact of adopting
SG-IFRS 1 and the new accounting standards such as FRS 109 and FRS 115.
An early decision on the restatement of comparative information with regard to SG-IFRS 9
will be one critical element in developing an eﬃcient and seamless transition plan.
To ﬁnd out more about the new ﬁnancial instrument standard and its transition
requirements, you can download the following publications: First Impressions: IFRS 9
Financial instruments and IFRS Newsletters: Financial Instruments.

Yvonne Chiu is Partner and IFRS implementation Lead, KPMG. Varghese Anthony is Senior
Manager, Professional Practice, KPMG. This
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Manager, Professional Practice, KPMG. This article was ﬁrst published in the January 2016
issue of KPMG’s Financial Reporting Matters. Reproduced with permission.

1

Singapore-incorporated companies listed on SGX are required to apply a new ﬁnancial
reporting framework identical to IFRS from 2018. For more information, refer to KPMG’s
Financial Reporting Matters, June 2014 edition on ’Full convergence with IFRS: mixed bag of
opportunities and challenges’ and the June 2015 edition on ’Singapore Listed Companies –
Are you ready for full convergence to IFRS?’
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